FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
up to higher figures in Polar Siberia than in the Central
Black Earth region.' But what I did see, and thought worth
noting, was that cabbage leaves on Arctic farms are larger
than in our kitchen gardens. The leaves are the plants*
light-recipients and they do positively profit from the
unbroken continuity of sunshine during the Polar summer.
The scientists are now experimenting with apples,
peaches, pears and cherries in Igarka. Perhaps this is only
another manifestation of the greediness with which Soviet
optimism approaches everything new. I dare not call it
ridiculous or childish. We have been surprised too frequently
in these last fifty years by people who started on crazy
ventures and ended up by giving us wonderful technical
improvements. The little strawberries that looked shyly
out of their dwarf-like bed of leaves were rather sour to
taste. Perhaps they will be sweet and juicy at the end of
the fourth five-year plan.
Glavsevmorput is about to organize an institute of Arctic
agriculture. So far Bogomolkin, one-time chief of the
cGigant', Russia's largest State farm, is in charge of the
farming battalion of the Polar army. He has drawn a chart
showing the three regions of climate and geography that
divide the area under the rule of Otto Schmidt's 'North
Asia Company'. In the first zone, comprising the islands of
the Polar Sea and the coastline, nothing except Arctic moss
can grow; grain is ruled out entirely; animal life is restricted
to reindeer and yaks in some southern stretches; at some
Polar stations pigs can be reared and fed on waste food and
seaweed. In the second zone two kinds of plant culture are
possible, in hot-houses and in open fields; and this region
holds out a promise of carrying oats, rye and barley, sooner
or later. In the third zone, which reaches down into the
'Subarctic', a region in Northern Siberia which was formerly
regarded as quite useless, will grow vegetables of every
description and in its southern stretches even wheat. (It
corresponds more or less to those parts of Northern Canada
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